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EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION OF THE PONTRYAGIN’S MINIMUM
PRINCIPLE “PMP EXTENSION”:
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Abstract. We present an example of application covering several cases using the extension of the Pontryaguine
minimum principle (PMP) in the case where we add a constraint on reaching a target variety at the final time: the
Zermelo problem with current speed more than Boat speed hypothesis, where we consider a boat crossing a channel
under a strong current and where we try to reach the opposite bank by minimizing the lateral offset or by minimizing the
crossing time
Аннотация. Мы представляем пример приложения, охватывающий несколько случаев, использующих
расширение принципа минимума Понтрягуйна (PMP) в случае, когда мы добавляем ограничение на достижение
целевого разнообразия в последний момент: проблема Zermelo с скоростью течения больше, чем скорости
лодки, где мы рассматриваем лодку, пересекающую канал под сильным течением, и где мы пытаемся достичь
противоположного берега, минимизируя боковое смещение или минимизируя время перехода
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Definition: Non-linear control systems
We consider the non-linear control system
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The PMP here provides only a necessary condition for optimization. It does not say anything about the existence of
optimal control and it does not provide a sufficient condition a priori. In practice, we consider the extremes and we
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Formulation of the problem:
Zermelo problem (with current speed more than Boat speed hypothesis)
Boat crossing a channel of width
 The control is the angle of the boat p.r. to the horizontal axis representing the two banks
 Boat of speed , current of speed
 we suppose that
(strong current hypothesis)

We consider three optimal control problems to reach the bank opposite
1. minimize the lateral offset
2. minimize the crossing time
3. reach a point on the opposite bank in minimum time.
1. Minimization of the lateral offset
The condition of the boat is described by the couple

giving the coordinates of the boat

The trajectory of the boat is governed by the following dynamics:
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In conclusion, the optimal control is written as feedback

The angle of the trajectory in the Cartesian frame is
.
Comments:
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Achievable set:
Solving the lateral offset problem allows us to determine the set reachable by any control
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Minimization of crossing time
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 The optimal command is therefore
i.e.
Note: Never sail against the current if you want to reach the opposite shore as quickly as possible.
3. Reach a target in minimal time:
The target is
We consider
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we tend towards the abnormal extremal.
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